By David j . whitehouse
RICH A R D ED M U N D REA SO N was bom on 21 D ecem ber 1903. His father was a professional pictorial engraver, turning later to landscape etching on copper plate. The m eticulous nature of this work transferred to his cabinet m aking, characterized by precision and bold sim ple design, not by V ictoriana on which he was not keen. His practical skills had a profound effect on Richard throughout his life and proved to be invaluable both in practical experim entation and instrum entation. His father died at the age o f 72 in 1932.
From his m other Richard inherited strongly her love of m usic. She came from the w ell-know n fam ily o f W olton, who at one tim e lived only four doors away from the Iranian Em bassy in Prince's Gate. She had a flair for drawing and painting, though she never developed this. She enjoyed riding in Hyde Park, where her father drove a coach-and-four. The sea in all its m oods held a trem endous fascination for her. She loved swimm ing and w ould even play her violin on the seashore at night.
W hen old enough Richard and his brother M artyn (who was three years younger) were taken by their parents every year for walking and cam ping holidays on Dartm oor. Later the two boys did a great deal o f cycle-cam ping in wild country. Even when young, Richard had an interest in instrum entation and photography, m aking his own cameras.
D uring his childhood Richard learned to speak French quite well, m ainly as a result of his m other having French or Swedish helps in the house, and with m uch encouragem ent from his A unt Agnes. This capability was to prove im portant in later years in his dealings with the Europeans.
But m usic was the m ajor influence. R ichard's m other was an ardent m usician, with a fiery style of violin-playing. She composed a great deal, teaching herself the whole technique of writing for full orchestra, her scores winning the approval of Sir Eugene Goossens, with whom she studied for many years. She was a prodigious worker, learning also a lot of Germ an and Italian. Her forward-looking and inventive thinking in music, introducing some new nature-sounds, m ay have reflected in R ichard's often original outlook. Equally significant was her extrem e sense o f harmony. In learning from her how to play the viola Richard becam e acutely aware of the upper partials in string tone. This was a vital element in the progress he was later to m ake in hi-fi sound quality, enabling him to surpass most technicians in this field. Often he was critical of even the best to be heard in audio fairs.
Richard could give passionate performances at hom e of not too difficult piano pieces. Professor Sir Donald Tovey, who was close to R ichard's friends Rhodes and Thom as, was his mentor, especially for Beethoven. Later, Richard ran two hi-fi m usic circles, evincing his profound understanding o f all that is greatest in music.
Richard went to Tonbridge School where he proved to be a very able pupil. It was as if even before his m aturity he saw through to the properties o f m aterials and the laws governing their control. W hen asked later in life when there occurred his earliest appreciation of materials, he replied that it m ust have been at the age of four or five. W hen asked w hat was his earliest experience o f m aterials, he related that when he was trying to build a wheelbarrow he had by chance got his hands on a piece of tim ber offcut in which the grain ran across the width of the timber. This incident caused him to think for the first tim e of the living property of wood. Understanding o f metals came m uch later.
Around 1922 Richard went to The Royal College of Science (RCS)(now Imperial College). He studied under the famous Professor A.F.C. Pollard who was probably the first Professor of Technical Optics. At that time in the 1920s the U.K. was in the process of reappraising the quality of optical components and instruments com pared with Germany. This led to a new dynamic approach to the teaching of optics. Richard Reason benefited enormously from this new approach. Also under Professor Pollard he becam e aware of the tremendous importance of the m echanical elements used in optical instrumentation. In particular he becam e fascinated with the study of kinem atics in which Professor Pollard was an absolute m aster but who left very little in the way o f publications. Richard Reason was possibly one of the very few who later carried on the tradition of Pollard which in turn followed on from M axw ell's kinem atic exposition in 1874. The m arrying of optics and kinematics was to provide the bedrock upon which R ichard's career developed. His inspiration for the future was probably developed while helping to put on demonstrations of instruments in the Physics Department; a regular activity of physics departm ents in those days.
Towards the end of his studies one of R ichard's fellow students at RCS, M r R. Kingslake, heard that there was a vacancy at Taylor, Taylor & Hobson (Kapella) at Leicester and went to enquire about it. He soon found out that the job advertised was not suitable for him. The Taylor Hobson optical design personnel, M r Arthur W arm isham and M r H.W. Lee, were not particularly interested in employing a person skilled in lens design and m athematics as there was adequate expertise, namely theirs, already in the company. As a result M r Kingslake did not get the advertised job but he did mention the opportunity to Richard, who went to see Thomas and W illiam Taylor, the joint founders of the firm. Richard was naturally interested in T aylor H obson because of their reputation for m aking high quality photographic lenses. Needless to say they took him on; an inspired decision for both parties. He joined the firm in 1925.
As Four them es running through his form ative years contributed to R ichard's imm ediate usefulness w hen he joined Taylor, Taylor & Hobson -the use and profound understanding o f m aterials, optics and kinem atics developed at RCS -plus his love of music; the latter being useful in the sense that it brought him into contact with electronics. High fidelity reproduction was one o f his passions.
These all cam e together in his first m ajor instm m ental developm ent when at Taylor H obson -the electrolim it gauge -a contact fiducial gauge. In this, he not only designed the m echanism to translate m ovem ent from the probe to the transducer, he also designed the electrical circuits, w ith know ledge gleaned from his radio and sound reproduction experim ents.
His input considerably im proved beyond the early m odels m ade by Taylor, Taylor & H obson Ltd, under licence from Pratt and W hitney o f the U.S.A. Before this Richard becam e involved in his first and only excursion into ophthalm ic optics, the Fincham Coincidence Optom eter. This was developed jointly by Richard Reason and M r E.F. Fincham from N ortham pton Polytechnic (now the City University) in London.
The optom eter was essentially a sight testing m achine but it represented a considerable advance on existing m ethods. Its objectives were, according to the instruction book: This device was meeting the challenge of com bining the severe optical requirem ents with fine precision adjustments. One of the m ain virtues of the optom eter was to reveal that the focal length of the lens o f the eye varies at alm ost every point on its area. To exaggerate, the lens is no m ore than a pim ply jelly! Thus though the instrum ent is useful for many analytical aspects of the eye, it cannot predict the optim um spherical or aspherical correction required, a m atter on which only the intelligent patient can pronounce. It also explains why perfect correction is usually not possible, with the retina receiving m erely a jum ble of slightly out of focus images. The basic apparatus comprised a target system and an obscuring system, on separate axes intersecting by adjustment at the retina but spaced apart in the pupil. One configuration will be described that will illustrate the operating principle. The viewing system comprises a lens placed with a convenient focal distance to coincide with the subject eye. This lens forms together with the lens of the eye a real image of the retina. Behind this image a second adjustable lens for focusing the image is placed with its principle focus at the image. Then a third lens is placed which forms at its principle focus a second image of the retina. A Dove prism with microscope is used to reverse the image and to allow viewing of the reconstructed image on an axis normal to the line of division.
The target system could be a lamp and condenser illuminating a target which is substantially in the plane of the second retinal image but laterally displaced from it. Light from the target passes through the third lens (mentioned above), through a small refracting prism; this deviates the light along an axis parallel to that of the viewing system. Consequently this light is eventually reimaged on the retina passing through a portion of an outer zone of the pupil that is an image of the deviating prism and whose radius may be adjusted by radial adjustment of the prism.
The target is preferably a slit radial to the axis of the viewing system and perpendicular to the image dividing line. This target together with its illumination as well as the prism and the method of rotation about the axis of the viewing system are usually adapted to move for focusing with the second lens.
The general arrangement simplified for convenience is shown in figure 1 . Light from a lamp 8 is projected, by lens 9 and reflector 10, onto an aperture 111 The aperture 11 is given a reference mark 12 and the occurrence of marks similar to 12 at other places in the system (such as at 4 for example) indicates that an image of the aperture 11 is formed at those places. Light from the aperture 11 passes through a target aperture 13 in the form of crossed slits (as shown in figure 2 ). As shown, an image of the illuminated aperture 11 is formed at 4 on the pupil 1 by lens 14 and an image of the target 13 is formed at 3, on the retina 2 by lenses 14 and 1, the light forming these images being reflected into the eye by a rhomboid prism 15. An image of the target image 3 is formed at 16 by lenses 1 and 17. At 16 the light is divided into two parts 18 and 19, one part being reversed by a prism 20 and both parts being examined through an eye-piece 21.
The target 13 is mounted for focusing motion along the axis 22 of the lens 14, the axis 22 being displaced into virtual coincidence with the axis 6 by the reflector 15. The target lines are respectively radial and tangential with respect to the axis 6, that is to say, the lines are perpendicular and one only would, if prolonged, intersect the axis 6. The image of the retina is focused by moving the elements 16 to 21 in unison along the axis. This is one stmt mechanical requirement and this motion may be interlocked with that of the target by suitable means. If the lenses 14 and 17 have the same focal length, the coupling may be direct, for example by means of a pin 35. For measuring the orientation of the axis of astigmatism the radial line is used in combination with the system 16 to 21 in the position drawn relatively to the remainder, and for measuring the power of the eye the tangential line is used with the system 16 to 21 rotated through 90 about its axis in relation to the target or projecting system. The image of that line which is parallel to the dividing line of the element at 16 may be suppressed at 23 by mounting the element 24 slightly nearer to the subject than the image 23. Measurements are made in any meridian by rotating the whole apparatus about There are, of course, m any variants on this as described in Patent No. 432727. The essential invention relates to linking the m echanical, optical and ophthalm ic requirem ents o f the device not to m ention the ergonom ics. It is the overall balance betw een disciplines that m ade Richard Reason so outstanding. However, in the prototype m odel there were some unexpected problem s. W illiam Taylor returned from Am erica to see the prototype in action and was rather taken aback to see R eason's model: it was coloured m aroon with gold plated knobs! There was definitely a m essage that Reason was conveying to W illiam Taylor although no one is now sure what it was. Needless to say the production m odel was more conventional.
At about this time m etrology as well as optics were being pursued at Taylor, Taylor & Hobson. How ever, because m etrology becam e the dom inant activity o f Reason it is sensible here to describe R eason's other m ajor optical inventions. One of the first such systems was called the Kapella (a subsidiary of Taylor, Taylor & Hobson) Section Projector System and was in effect an optical metrology system. This invention was prim arily intended for use in m easuring or testing the accuracy of plane section profiles such as gear teeth. Basically using conventional m ethods, an illuminating device is em ployed to throw a line of light on the body to be examined. This line is m eant to define the plane section. Then an optical projection system forms an image of such a section profile in an image place comprising initially a photographic plate, where it is measured or compared.
In another of R eason's inventions as well as the shapes and sizes of individual plane profiles it enabled the relative positions of such profiles to be m easured. Effectively what happens in this instrument, known as the Blade Projector, is the sim ultaneous projection of two or m ore plane sections o f a body in planes parallel to but at different distances onto a single image plane.
Basically the optical system uses reflectors so located as to bring reflected images all onto a single object plane and an objective lens, for projecting an image from such an object plane onto the image plane. Typically, the object plane coincides with the plane of the section profile furthest from the objective lens the numbers of plane reflectors being one less, therefore, than the num ber of section profiles. The key to the m ethod, which was very novel at the time, was to use different zones of the objective to project different plane sections. The zones of the objective were either annular or sectorial. The optical invention is that of m aking this imaging system possible; the m echanical invention is that o f allowing movements of the reflectors for loading of the part and yet m aintaining mechanical correlation. The system 's problem is that of m aking all m ultiple images coplanar.
An example is shown in figure 3 from Patent No. 727899. In the example indicated in figure 3 the reflector (or each reflector) consists of an ordinary fully reflecting m irror G with front surface reflection. This reflector G is associated, in the example illustrated, with the section profile A3 near the tip of the blade and acts as a screen to cut off part of the beam from the other section profile A2, so that the section profiles are associated with annular zones o f the projection objective F. Although it would be possible for the reflector G to fit closely round the blade A and to have relatively lim ited external radial dimensions (so that the innerm ost zone would be occupied by the rays from the section profile A3 nearest the tip of the blade and the outmost zone by the rays from the section profile A2 nearest the root of the blade) it will usually be m ore convenient, as shown, to adopt the reverse arrangement, the linear edge of the reflector G being spaced away from the blade to perm it the passage of the rays from the section profile A 2 to the innerm ost zone of the objective, the rays from the profile A3 near the tip of the blade and acts as a screen to cut off part of the beam from the other section profile A2, so that the section profiles are associated with annular zones o f the projection objective F. This latter arrangement has the advantage that the central opening in the reflector will usually be large enough to facilitate loading of the blade into position without fouling the reflector, especially if (as shown in figure 3 ) the blade hcMer B is provided with a helical groove B 1 coacting with a fixed pin B2, so that the blade will twist somewhat in its axial m ovement into or out of the operative position to an extent suited to the shape of the blade. The size and shape o f the central opening in the reflector G (or o f each reflector, if there is m ore than one) are so chosen as to give approxim ately equal light intensities for the images o f the individual section profiles. Som e degree o f latitude is perm issible in this respect, how ever, so that it will often be practicable to cater for different sizes o f blade by axial adjustm ent of the reflector (as shown in figure 3) w ithout need for substitution of another reflector having a central opening of different size or shape.
R eason was involved in m any m ore optical developm ents than this from the period of 1925 until early 1940, when his m ain interest was in optics. H ow ever, during W orld W ar II two problem s of quality control of lenses and m ounts highlighted m any unsolved production and functional difficulties. These tended to be m ore involved with the m echanical and electronic aspects o f instrum entation than purely with the optical. The only real m echanical developm ent not concerned with optics at this stage was in some way or another connected with the electrolim it gauge m entioned previously. In particular the Talym in gauge and 'H ying M ike' were used extensively during the period 1939-45 in industry for m easuring general displacem ent and position in the case o f the Talymin and the thickness of sheet steel or alum inium in the case of the 'H ying M ike' or continuous gauge (which was basically a Talym in gauge operating in conjunction with a fixed roller). The first Talym in is in fact the forerunner of the now fam iliar fam ily o f stylus type instruments used for surface m easurem ent, in the sense that the m ovem ent o f a plunger in coil changes its inductance. The phase shift produced by this is detected and converted to the position of the plunger. This position is used as the control. Original Talymins used as a carrier frequency 50 Hz. Later versions moved to higher frequency carriers because of R eason's radio experience, in order to improve the signal to noise ratio. This system 's approach to instrumentation was rare at this stage in mechanical instruments. How did surface finish enter into Reason's thinking? It derived from the need to control the degree of polishing on lenses and their mounts. Previous control was carried out purely visually and consequently subjectively. Reason realized that especially with wartime needs this was totally inadequate. He therefore committed himself to the development of a surface finish instmment. To see how his mind worked at the time it is interesting to reproduce his own words (courtesy of Rank Taylor Hobson) from their records:
The seed is sown Dr G. Schmaltz was the first person (in 1929) to make a trace o f surface roughness; he had a lever with a stylus at one end and a mirror at the other which reflected a spot o f light, galvonometer style, up and down on a screen or moving photographic film. Of course it was a relatively blunt stylus, but the principle was there and even subsequent stylus instruments were derived from that simple start.
He was followed by Ernest J. Abbott in America who, in 1936, built more or less a replica o f Dr Schmaltz's apparatus and used it to produce graphs. He was an electrical engineer and he was able to produce what was essentially in principle a hill and dale phonograph, feeding the output to a voltmeter or oscilloscope.
Mr Abbott realised that the instrument produced integrations o f displacements that were proportional to velocity. He put a filter between the two sections of his amplifier which, over a range of frequencies, eliminated the frequency effect and left only the amplitude. It was a properly engineered and understood concept and the instmment was successful. He called it the Profilometer.
We came in because, on one of his visits to America, William Taylor heard o f Ernest Abbott's instmment, and when he got back he summoned me and suggested that I should see if we could distinguish between our grades of finish on lens mounts by trailing a stylus over the surface. He was always having arguments with the factory as to whether they had produced class A or class B surfaces. That was his purpose -to prevent argument in his workshop, whether the people on the lathe had produce the requisite finish. It was a matter of looks as much as anything.
I set to work to produce oblique sections. Scratching around to see what I had to measure, I took a cylinder and it occurred to me that if I lapped the surface, I would produce an elongated section of the turning marks which I could look at through a microscope. Through that I got an idea o f what we were trying to measure and I explained to William Taylor that it was not going to be easy. He was a little huffed and walked away shmgging his shoulders and nothing more was done at the time.
Around this time Mr Harry Shaw, a young engineer of somewhat flamboyant appearance, had devised an instmment which he called the Contorograph, having a lever with a stylus at one end and carrying a mirror at the other to trace a record on photographic paper. In 1935 he gave a lecture to the Institution of Production Engineers on "Recent Developments in the Measurement and Control o f Surface Roughness". Mark Taylor was a member of that Institution and he went along to the lecture and arranged with Harry Shaw to come and see us. He brought with him some graphs made by Mr Abbott as examples of the kind of thing the Contorograph could do. We had a number o f interesting discussions about the design of an instrument and I remember sketching out to him my idea o f the general form of the instmment: a column with a box riding up and down it, and an arm sticking out at one side. I said we might make something on those lines.
To overcome the disadvantage and delay in a photographic recording system, I tried to make a thing with a lever, but there was a problem of getting enough power out of the stylus to drive a mechanical indicator and it was a complete flop. By dint of lapping cylinders I knew what magnification we would need and I realised that the lever system just would not give it.
About this time w e had the Pratt and Whitney Electrolimit Gauge and that gave me the hint o f using an electrical transducer instead o f a mechanical one. The Electrolimit gauge head was a heavy thing, but it occurred to me that if it were scaled down -more than miniaturised -1 could perhaps put a stylus on the end o f it. I got cracking and produced some sort o f apparatus that worked. I had a very amateur shot at producing a miniature gauge head and it began to function. At that time I did get as far as harnessing it to a crude amplifier I had made at home for gramophone reproduction; I brought it in and demonstrated it to Mr Warmisham. I could see him begin to frizzle; 'Here we are opticians and that thing!'. But Mark Taylor saw it differently and we began to develop on those lines with an electrical transducer.
That is how it all started.
The project grows
Things after that did not go entirely smoothly. There was a fight over patents for example. Our system was different in principle from that o f Ernest Abbott-he used the stylus movement to generate a current whereas w e used the movement to modulate a standing current-but he had a very wide claim under which he asked for royalties on everything we did. However, this matter was resolved when w e negotiated a reciprocal licence with him. A similar arrangement was made with Harry Shaw.
I made an electrical version o f Mr Shaw's instrument and called it the Electrical Contorograph -it was a shocking thing and I never expected it to work. As it stood it was far too clumsy a device and it was obvious we wanted advice on electronics.
When the war broke out in 1939 there was a clamour from firms like Rolls Royce and the Bristol Aeroplane Company for an instrument to assist in sub-contracting aero engine components to factories overseas. They had to get components from wherever they could, some came from Australia. Surface finish on pistons and cylinders was very critical and with sub-contracting it had to be controlled at a distance. Within Rolls Royce in Britain it didn't matter; the chap used his experience and thumbnail. 
The product flowers
W e all worked splendidly as a team and at the end o f 1941 we were looking at the question o f consultancy and manufacture. An electrical firm in London designed and made the amplifier which went out with the first Talysurfs -two big boxes that went underneath the instrument. W e used a standard Everett Edgcumbe recorder. At first we used an ordinary meter to give a numerical value, but this wiggled about all the time according to the roughness and so was not very satisfactory. However Everett Edgcumbe had developed an integrating meter for measuring dosage in X-ray work and I realised that this would be a solution to our problem -the needle came to a stop and held the reading. This with a slight modification became our standard meter unit.
The pick-up on the early models was carried on a shaft, but we had a lot o f trouble trying to make a shaft that would slide without stick-slip; we could not use an oil film because that varied in thickness. I tried various materials but none would work and we went over to ligaments although they limited our traverse strength. In those early days we failed to learn a lot about surfaces that we ought to have learnt because we were not able to employ a long enough traverse and as a result some o f our ideas were incorrect. Figure 4 shows the basic scheme for the instrument in which the straight line attachment is the key to accuracy. Reason realized the essential simplistic statement that metrology instm ments are all calipers. One arm of the caliper contacts the test piece, the other a reference surface as seen in the figure 4. The rounded foot S m ounted on the pick-up body directly above the stylus T rides along an easily renewable optical reference surface P which is positioned above the test surface Q. This configuration demonstrates the essential three features o f the instrum ent, the test piece, the reference, and the sensor/transducer shown here above T the probe.
The slidew ay or linkage, except for its residual errors, perm its an accurate traverse. R eason's cleverness is that of using a sim ple design to produce highly accurate results; the caliper arm s here are long enough to m ake errors in the m ovem ent generated at the gearbox negligible.
In order to m ake the instrum ent versatile the datum has to be aligned relative to the test piece. This was necessary because o f the finite range of the highly sensitive transducer. Further versatility Reason introduced by having a cylindrical datum instead of the optical flat. Rotation of this by m eans of a screw enabled the curvature o f the datum to be m atched to that o f the test surface. In effect the first and second differentials o f the test piece were m atched m echanically in the instrum ent. This facility in design and an understanding of the errors involved in m easuring real engineering surfaces was one of R eason's hallmarks.
In parallel w ith this developm ent o f the basic instrum ent cam e the need especially in the w ar years for faster m easurem ent. The requirem ents of speed and the great rigidity of the fram ew ork o f the instrum ent shown in figure 4 led to the developm ent o f instrum ents having sm aller m echanical m easurem ent loops. Both requirem ents involved using the test surface as its ow n datum ; one o f the first exam ples of the practical application o f the intrinsic equation technique for m etrology.
In one form this is shown in figure 5 . In this, the caliper system is not defined -but the quality o f the datum is im paired under conditions where the tip of the skid A is small com pared with asperity spacing and the quantitative errors involved in different stylus-skid configurations.
Variants on this them e were m ade to suit various engineering applications. R eason's m essage in design was always present 'simplify only if the nature o f the errors involved were understood and balanced against cost, and ease o f operation'. Reason always had a fear that sim plification for cost or convenience would cause an unknown degradation of the guaranteed instm m ent specification and he went to enorm ous lengths to check out every possible distortion, error or m isunderstanding in the design and use of his instruments.
He was very aware of the need to establish true datums from which m easurem ents could be m ade. This requirem ent was and is comm on to all instruments. W ork on straight line datums was a continuous feature of developm ent for the generation of instruments based on the Talysurf for texture, Talylin for straightness and extending indirectly up to the way most The very interesting aspect of the birth of the instrument is the generous way Reason attributed every advance in instrumentation to a team effort. Advanced development tended in fact to be attributable mainly to the force of a one man dynamo, backed up by competent and committed engineers.
Up to this time, 1941, the first Talysurf-based on the Greek word 'taly' to measure and not 'Taylor' in the name of the firm -was being issued to British industry. It consisted of a system to give a graphical representation of the surface. The instrument is shown in figure
6.
Although this was highly magnified in both the height and length directions for ease of viewing and recording the assessment was still somewhat subjective. Following Reason's insistence on traceability and objectiveness the problem of numerical assessment of the trace emerged. This was first addressed formally in the Taylor Hobson Publications of 1944, The 1944 Report on the measurement o f surface finish by stylus methods, and continued to be a central problem in instrumentation for the following 30 years. It is interesting to note here, however, that the basis for a formal statistical approach to surface analysis was made at the time of the 1944 report by Wormersley and Hopkins in their paper included in the Journal Etats Surface, vol. 135 (1945) , who were closely associated with Reason at the time. This approach using random process analysis was m any years in advance of existing knowledge. Perhaps as was usual w ith R eason's philosophies it was too far in front to be accepted at the time. N eedless to say it is now the foundation for surface param eter evaluation. One interesting feature w hich illustrates R eason's keen insight was the provision of specially designed calibration surfaces that enabled the instm m ent perform ance to be accurately verified and w hich continues to be included with every instrum ent sold. This apparently sim ple innovation revolutionized the concept o f traceability of workshop instrum ents to national standards.
A t this stage o f his career in the late 40s and 50s, it was becom ing obvious that Reason was taking on a role that extended well beyond his nom inal title o f R esearch M anager. He was becom ing uniquely successful in conceiving the product for the future and pushing it forw ard at a tim e w hen the disciplines o f product design and product marketing were not highly developed. He had the vision to look forward. He seem ed to be able to put him self into the m arket place, perceive what the future needs of industry m ight be in terms of m etrology and act on it single-handed. Considerations of day to day m arketing did not bury his overall view point. He was a product pioneer for the future w hen product planning as we know it today was in its infancy. In this respect he follow ed perhaps even m ore successfully W illiam T aylor's m axim (from R.T.
H. records):
Think out what the customer is likely to want in the future, and when you are ready, demonstrate that he really needs the product.
Perhaps R eason's totally individual and m ost im portant contribution was in the precise m easurem ent o f roundness. This does not m ean to say that his optical innovation was ended. He had in the same period as the developm ent of the Taly surf been intim ately involved with T. W . Clifford in redesigning an alignm ent telescope for aircraft jigs, which rem ains a classic even today. Nevertheless it was in surface m etrology that his weight worldwide was felt during this and later periods. As usual his own words dem onstrate best his thought processes. In the period where he was m oving from optics to m etrology one requirem ent was to make aspheric lenses.
Mr Warmisham was interested in aspherics and it was he who suggested that we could turn glass with a sharply pointed diamond tool which, having an infinitely sharp tip, could be steered into a required path without having to take its own curvature into consideration. I took that up and used an early 4-sided Talysurf tip. We had an old lathe in the Model Shop and I looked at the linkages required to generate an aspheric surface. Some o f these were rather complicated, but a paraboloid could be made fairly simply. Claude Gamble rigged the whole thing up and produced parabolic surfaces. Arthur Warmisham was not altogether pleased; he didn't want paraboloids, he wanted something more com plex, but for some time we used this arrangement for producing parabolic condensers for cinema projectors. Then came further ideas. Mr Warmisham was interested in Schmidt plates. We had a spindle, a good cross-slide and a means for superimposing a lengthwise movement on the tool by a cam and I produced the first machine with which we made a considerable number o f Schmidt plates.
Reason had a small team of people working for him. This comprised two draughtsmen, John Adam s and George Rawstron, two electronics people, and two m odelmakers also, Claude G am ble and Frank Alexander. This team on paper looked normal yet they achieved incredible results under Reason.
During World War II under difficult conditions, Reason led by example. He was not a teacher in the accepted sense. Innermost thoughts of technique and philosophy he kept to himself (and also religion). Consequently some of his basic concepts may well be lost. At the same time in front of a large audience he was a mesmerizing lecturer. It is very sad that his concrete, ironclad mles of design were never written down. Perhaps it may be said that such mles were intrinsic to the man. The only way to leam is to study the products produced by him.
In roundness measurement Reason was the innovator. He replaced existing methods involving diametral measurement, vee blocks and the like. Utilizng the now established principles of a contact gauge, a transducer, and an electronic amplifier to drive a recorder he conceived a device for measuring the out of roundness of workpieces.
The fundamental difference between the old methods and his was the concept of an accurate datum of rotation rather than an approximation. The development of roundness measurement went rather in the opposite direction to roughness measurement. The intellectual pivot point in both was Reason. He addressed the datum problem first. Previous excursions into roundness used intrinsic coordinates namely the vee block. He relaxed the use of a tme datum in roughness having understood the nature of the errors by not using one; he tightened up the theory of roundness measurement by insisting in the first instance on using a tme rotational datum.
The need for this was brought home to him by the Bristol Aeroplane Company as early as 1947 by Norse who needed to quantify the wear of gudgeon pins from aircraft.
His attempts at developing the first suitable bearing were subject to all problems. He eventually abandoned the simple Euclidian idea of generating a datum by means of two balls joined by a bar to provide a straight line axis. The reason for this was purely tribological.
In those days the theory of lubrication was not well understood, apart from the idealistic Reynolds equations which did not take into account imperfections of the bearings. Reason replaced Euclid by making the top of the bearing a cone and the bottom a hemispherical ball and socket with spiral grooves to provide a component of lift thereby generating an oil film to integrate out machining errors in the bearing elements. All this was absolutely necessary because of the need to track around the circumference of a workpiece with a stylus at a very slow speed in order to record the fine detail. Hydrodynamic theory at this stage required impossible conformity of centring to get lift off. The combination of spiral grooves on the ball, Michell pads on the female bearing and a specially designed oil were Reason's inventions. Fifteen years later Philips of Eindhoven produced a book on spiral groove bearings. Figure 7 shows a designed bearing of an accurate spindle for rotating a probe round a stationary part on a table. This represents the original and unique roundness instrument developed by Reason. The accuracy of the bearing in the 1950s was estimated at no more than two millionths of an inch by SKF in Sweden who bought one of the first systems. A tribute to the mechanical design is that after more than 30 years these original instmments are still being used. One aspect of the design is described below.
The spindle has a spherical lower bearing to provide both radial and axial constraint, and a taper bearing of small angle at the upper end running in a self-aligning bush. The bush is shouldered on the shaft so that relative changes in length o f shaft and quill resulting from differential temperature changes will have no effect on the radial fit in the bush. The bush is located radially by a ring o f closely fitting balls which provide the very small amount o f movement needed for alignment and temperature effects. It is keyed against rotation through a non-rotating Oldham's coupling. The spindle is driven through a rotating Oldham's coupling from a co-axial driving spindle carrying the necessary slip rings. (that is without metal-to-metal contact) down  to the recording speed o f 3 r.p.m., at which speed the film thickness in the lower bearing is about 20  micro-inches (0.5 /tm ). The thickness usually falls to zero at about 2 r.p.m., and rises to about 150  (3.75 ^m ) micro-inches at the faster speed o f 6 r.p.m. used for initial centring. On slowing down from  the centring speed the thickness o f the oil film falls rapidly, and usually reaches its 3 r. p.m. thickness within a single revolution. During this revolution the graph o f a conical part plots as a spiral, the change in height displacing the stylus in or out according to the inclination o f the surface. For conical parts a sufficient amount o f rotation for the oil film to settle must, therefore, be allowed before the graph is plotted. The amount will depend on the angle o f the cone and on the magnification and accuracy required. Generally a revolution will fully suffice, but up to two revolutions may be useful if the highest possible accuracy is to be secured. The settling period can conveniently be used for loading the paper and refining the centring.
The spindle rotates with full hydrodynamic lubrication
As well as the m echanical problem s of bearing design Reason addressed the problem of coordinate transform ation in m echanical problem s. W hereas in surface texture any distortion on the graph is just a question of m agnification, in roundness it is not so.
R eason realized that the m easurem ent of the roundness of a w orkpiece at high m agnification produced not only the same distortions inherent in surface finish but also produced shape and angular errors. Furtherm ore, the effect o f stylus tip could be important; as usual he not only identified the problem s he quantified them. It is not generally understood that m easuring a part that is non-uniform in shape -which is tilted relative to the datum and is rough -poses m any problem s for the instrum ent engineer. Reason took on all the challenges.
His integrated approach can be illustrated by rem em bering that he was responsible (after having revealed the roundness error of the workpiece by m echanical m eans and converting it to an electrical signal) for the graphical representation of the roundness error in polar form, for specifying and no doubt building the electrical filters needed to separate the wavebands and for initiating for the first tim e analytical m ethods for the num erical assessm ent of the out-of-roundness. He realized at the outset that each factor had to be thought through and m atched. As an exam ple of this he made sure that the frequency response o f the amplifier m atched the frequency response of the recorder and the spatial resolution of the stylus on the surface. Part o f this integrating philosophy was to present clear and thorough docum entation not only by way of operating m anuals but by m eans of technical papers. Unfortunately, he was so busy designing he did not get time to write the num ber of papers the subject deserved. Those he did write are regarded as the classics on the subject.
An example of one of the first integrated instruments in surface m etrology is shown in figure 8 ; Talyrond 2.
In the same way that Reason pointed the way in roundness m easurem ent he did the same for m easuring angle. He realized that conventional m ethods o f measuring tilt, e.g. the spirit level, suffered from two things, one was lack of sensitivity and the other was the inaccessibility of the readings. He regarded gravity as the ideal free reference and he was determined to update the technology. He studied the basic principle of the plum b line and decided that it could be m odernized. The result of this fundam ental rethink was the instm m ent called the Talyvel -the w orld's first electronic spirit level.
A schematic diagram of this is shown in figure 9 . In it the plum b line A was constrained to move with only one degree of freedom by using a uniquely positioned 5 wire suspension system. This of course was designed according to classic kinem atic principles but tempered by the additional tougher requirem ent that the system be robust for industrial use. Classical kinematics has unfortunate problems in this respect because it is often only constrained rigidly in one direction of each degree of freedom. Reason realized it, and tamed it. One m ajor problem mechanically was the problem o f damping, the natural damping of a suspension wire device being very low. Reason triggered his colleagues into rethinking provided the adjustable damping required in a practical instmment. The curved gap was designed to retain the oil due to surface tension and hence the damping under shock conditions. These elegant solutions of damping and suspension were typical of Reason's output. Practically he realized that for an instmment to be useful, it had to survive. Talyvel was a unique instmment because it was small and very portable. He insisted that the outer case should be capable of being stood on by an average man: he knew that in practice these things happen! Also he specified that the Talyvel should be capable of sustaining the shock of being knocked from an average size table without losing its zero datum reading. These considerations, when taken with the practical operating convenience of converting angle to an electrical signal so that it could be communicated over long distances, made the instmment unique. It has been used and even built into dam walls, bridges, the Tower of Pisa, used for aligning bearings on all types of engine and so on. This is a perfect example of long term thinking.
An original instmment is shown in figure 10 . Because of its simplicity the device soon became used in the measurement of flatness and straightness, replacing in many cases conventional autocollimators. Even today it is a serious contender.
Other instmments in the meantime were developed to meet a variety of demands. One such was the Talylin designed to measure straightness directly rather than by integrating angular steps as by the Talyvel. This comprised a reference datum bar upon which a carriage rode. The carriage supported the transducer system upon which a stylus was mounted and which in turn contacted the workpiece. This is shown in figure 11 .
Three important technical considerations were incorporated into this design concept. One was the manufacture of a long (100 mm -* 1000 mm) datum bar. This required a great deal o f painstaking experim ental research into stable m etals and accurate coating mechanisms; both investigations produced new standards in precision and stability. Another innovation was the use o f optim ized plastic m aterials and loads for the pads used to carry the carriage. The problem s involved in this latter investigation were quite unique at the time. It was thought that the w ear and elastic deform ation of the pads with usage as time went on would be the m ajor factor in determ ining the specification of the instrumentation. This turned out to be only half the problem , the forgotten factor was transfer o f the pad m aterial to the datum bar. M aterial deposited on the bar tended to be in random positions along it rather than at the ends, thereby m ining the geometric datum. Reason went through exhaustive tests and m odifications of pad m aterial and shape design to optim ize the m ovem ent and to reduce transfer. The third innovation was in ensuring that the drive m echanism for the carriage did not influence the accuracy of the datum movement. This required a fine balance between the centres of the frictional forces, inertial forces and the positioning of the drive screw.
Usage of materials was always one of Reason's strengths and this became apparent during the 1960-70 period in the design of datums and base plates. He understood cast iron especially and made extensive use of it in many of the instruments he developed. In particular he was very concerned with the thermal long term and short term considerations of the structural loop containing the datum, the caliper (or transducer system) and the test piece. This understanding came to fruition in yet another of his inspired marketing decisions: to develop the ultimately sensitive stylus based measuring instrument, the Talystep, which will be explained shortly.
During the whole frenetic period of technical activity, Reason had other occupations, of these obviously the most important was his marriage to Jane Eve. He took on lovingly the responsibility of her three children, Julian, Vanessa and Stephen. They lived in a quaint 350-year old cottage in the village of Great Bowden, near to Market Harborough, Leicestershire. This cottage, although beautiful, was rather uncomfortable but not as spartan as the bachelor accommodation he occupied previously, at first in upper Tichbom Street in Leicester and later on in Clarendon Park Road. In fact during the war his flat in Tichbom Street was hit by a bomb, taking out the front room when he was in the kitchen. It is alleged that the only thing that Reason really missed was his old and voluminous stew pot. He shared a flat with two good friends, J.J.P. Rhodes an inspector of munitions who was, like Reason, very interested in the temperature effect on materials and who subsequently became involved in consultancy on some of the heat problems concerned with the first satellites, and W.R. Thomas, an engineer who was an excellent keyboard player. These three pursued their mutual hobbies of listening to music, building gramophones and even building musical instruments, including harpsichords. An especially good example of their instrument building was that of a period clavichord built with exactly the correct types of wood -seven in all -and with the added feature (unknown in its day) that it was very nearly temperature compensated by means of a special wire cladding method. This unique clavichord still exists in a museum in Edinburgh.
During this exciting period of development Reason began to take on a reputation as an eccentric, mainly because of the prodigious amount of work he got through. He never stopped thinking about the job, usually to the exclusion of other things. On one occasion he returned from Moscow, took the train back to Leicester only to find that he had left his car in London. Worse still he could not remember where it was! It is well known that most of his senior colleagues referred to him as 'Bill' and not Richard. The origination of this is not known but one story is that early in his career he worked so late that he often stumbled upon shift workers working at less than full capacity. They devised a shout 'Bill' to warn of his approach. The name stuck, but not to his face from junior colleagues; to them he was always rather formal. Another of his nicknames which emerged during the war was 'the Arab'. After some investigation it turned out that this was because of his habit in the middle of the night of sometimes walking around the firm with a wet towel around his head. His midnight activities did not end there. On one occasion during the war he had a good idea and went to work in the middle of the night but had forgotten his keys. The police caught him climbing over the gates and only by getting Tom Clifford, the then T echnical D irector, out of bed was he released.
The stories and the legend of the m an reflect on his real stature and how he was regarded by his colleagues. Only W illiam Taylor approaches this adulation. In recent years Reason took an active life in the m usical activity in G reat Bow den and also the local church activities. He was a sidesm an in his church and took on other responsibilities. He was well respected within his local com m unity. His inventive ability did not dim inish with the years. In fact, he began to think to the future even in the early 1960s. His suprem e instrument in this era was the Talystep. Reason conceived this as an instrum ent to m easure thin films. He originally thought o f this as a device for quantifying the deposition of thin film s on glass lenses but he soon realized its potential in the fast growing sem i-conductor industry.
The instrum ent was a breakthrough in terms of sensitivity. The principal invention was the realization that of attem pting to provide a vertical datum using what is basically a vertically sensitive datum m echanism , e.g. a linkage suspension system. A vertical caliper, unless produced superbly, was inherently noisy. Reason turned the problem through 90 degrees. The basic schem atic m echanism is shown in figure 12 . In this a ligam ent hinge principle is used but uses a y horizontal m otion rather than an x m otion. In this way errors in the m otion are zero in the z direction, providing that the flat part is in the plane of the m ovem ent. In all previous attempts the errors were always second order. A simple but significant step! A nother inspired advantage of this m ethod is that the m echanical loop betw een specimen transducer drive and support is considerably reduced. In one swoop Reason reduced by sim ple m echanical design the noise levels in instruments by orders of m agnitude. The penalty he willingly paid was the range of m easurem ent and the versatility o f the shape of part that could be m easured. N evertheless, using this m ode of design, a general curve could be rem oved from the surface shape simply by tilting the specim en in the y direction.
The usual criticism o f devices like this, is that frictional forces at the stylus could produce large cross axial torques which could buckle the ligament hinge. A nother innovation was the use of a sim ple telescope with which to view the workpiece under test. Therm al stability was achieved by m aking m ost of the m echanical loop and its surroundings out of aluminium so that fast heat dissipation was assured. Another feature was a plastic shield surrounding the stylus. This had the dual role o f preventing draughts affecting the sensitive part of the apparatus and also preventing acoustic noises such as the hum an voice vibrating the pick up.
Since its invention the Talystep has been copied m any times by different instrument m akers yet it is still a m arket leader having a vertical m agnification capability of two million times. In addition using styli of tip size 0.1 fim a phenom enal degree o f detail of a surface can be obtained. A picture of the Talystep showing the adjustments and m ovem ents is given in figure 12 . R eason's interest and prom otion of futuristic concepts was not restricted to instruments, he was a keen advocate of forward thinking. One very good example was the encouragement he gave to his team when the prospect of digital techniques became viable. Although he did not take part him self as team leader he played a vital role in setting the problem s and pushing the plans through m anagement. As a result o f this, as early as 1963, Rank Taylor Hobson became the first surface finish instrument m aker to actively use digital methods for calibration purposes. It also developed the first optim ized digital filters for use in surface analysis. Key parts were played in this era by his colleagues David W hitehouse and Bob Spragg; the form er becom ing one of Reason's m usical friends in his later years. The discussions during these m usical evenings ranged from roughness to Ravel and straightness to S hostakovich with a bewildering rate of change.
In his later years even after his form al retirement Reason refused to reduce his activity. At the age of 78 he still turned up at Rank Taylor Hobson Ltd to discuss projects and offer advice and even at the age o f 82 he attended m eetings of the British Standards Institute committee on surface m etrology on which he served for approaching 40 years. During the R eason died on 20 M arch 1987 at the age o f 83. He was the father o f surface m etrology in the U.K. and to a large extent, the world. He was one o f the first tm e project engineers w hose instrum ents have largely dom inated world m arkets ever since. He was in every respect a great m an. His legacy to engineering lives on.
